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 Comfort women are Professional 
 

Koreans and anti-japan extreme left Japanese has asserted that self-confessed comfort woman was forced to become 

"sex-slaves. 

 

However, they are in fact high salaried prostitutes. 

 

If they were coercively abducted and forced to become "sex slaves", the notice of working place and working time were 

not required to sex slaves, however advertisements made by Korean Recruiting the comfort woman working in brothel.  

Figures of over 300 Japanese Yen monthly salaries deserves that of more than colonel, and comfort woman has received 

30 times of salaries of private soldiers that received 6 Japanese Yen monthly salaries. 

 

Yoshihisa Komori, special committee of Sankei has explained that comfort woman has received salaries in TV program 

of famous US caster, Mr. Larry King, Mr. Larry King has very surprised, because if comfort woman were received the 

salary, they were not "sex slaves" but only prostitutes. 

 

These misunderstanding that comfort woman was sex slaves is proliferating all over the world. 

 

The book of deposit balance of self-confessed comfort woman which was received in "Kumamoto Postal Savings 

Office Center". 

At September 29 (1945), Deposit balance of 27,241 Japanese Yen deserves 

2 years worth of salary of Japanese Prime Minister, 

4 years worth of salary of Minister of Korean State, 

4.1 years worth of salary of Admiral .   

378 years worth of salary of Private soldiers. 

 

This report is based on the information  from  the  interrogation of Twenty Koreans  "A comfort  girls " 

and  two  Japanese  civilians  captured  in Great East Asia War. 

Preface:  "A comfort girl"  is  nothing  more  than  prostitute or  

professional   camp  follower"   attached  to  the  Japanese  Army  for  the  benefit  of  the  soldiers.  

The  word  "A comfort  girl "  is  particular  to  the Japanese. 
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